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GlimmerGlass to
p u b lish o n lin e
The
GlimmerGlass
is making a few significant
changes for the 2005-06 school
year. The biggest is the addition
of an online version that will
be launched at glimmerglass.
olivet.edu on Friday, Sept. 9.
“This is an important
step for a student publication
like the GlimmerGlass,” said
executive editor Tricia MillerjW
a senior journalism major from
Charles City, Iowa. “We’ve
been learning about media
convergence in class, and this
is a hands-on way to practice
it.”
Glimmerglass.olivet.
edu, will feature content from
the print edition, as well as
additional student columnists.
The biweekly print edition
will be available on campus
on Thursdays, while the online
edition will be updated on
Fridays. Future editions may
include more columnists and
pictures that are not published
in the print edition.
Brian Baker, a senior
computer . science major,
designed the site over the
summer and will serve as web
editor through the end of the
school year.
Among other changes
are the addition of an images
editor and a partnership with
AccessONU, Olivet’s studentproduced television program.
Senior Chris. Gibson, an art
major with concentrations in
photography and graphics,
will handle photography and
graphics for the publication.
His position replaces what had
been a graphics editor, and
before that, a photos editor.
“AccessONU,” which
airs a new show biweekly
on Tuesdays, will feature
a segment that previews
upcoming coverage in the
GlimmerGlass.

Seniors erupted in chanting and applause at the skit and talent portion of Ollies Follies at the conclusion of the an
nual class com petition after Vice President of Social Life Beth Johnson announced their second consecutive overall
w in.. Above, seniors decked out in the class color celebrate onstage. See page 6 for more Ollies Follies photos.

O livetians im pacted by hurricane
By Jenny Graves
News editor

Hurricane
Katrina
claimed hundreds of lives,
while
thousands
more,
including some Olivetians,
waited to hear whether their
loved ones had survived. The
Associated Student Council
(ASC) and the chaplain’s
office have teamed up to send
care kits to victims.
Chaplain
Michael
Benson met with ASC
President Andrew Twibell,
Assistant
Professor
of
Christian Ministry Mark
Holcomb, Assistant Director of
Physical Plant Larry Berry,
Associate Chaplain Beth
Onley, President of Fellowship
of Christian Athletes Luke
Hayes, President of Multi
Ethnic Relations Club Bianca
Thompson, and Vice .President
of Spiritual Life McCartha
McKenzie to discuss ASC’s
support of the university’s
relief efforts.
The university is
working with Heart to Heart

certain times ... not to be mad
at God,” Young admitted.
International, a governmentHe kept reminding
funded organization" that,
himself that “no matter what
according to its web site, is
happens, he is God and worthy
“committed to effectively
to be praised.”
meeting the needs of hurting
Aaron, a supervising
people.”
paramedic was required
Gallon-sized bags
to stay at the station
with supply lists inside "I've never had rain hit
while his family camped
will - be made available
at their church. Neither
to interested students. me so hard it felt like I
//
knew if the other had
Students can fill bags for was being sandblasted.
survived.
under $20. Care kits may
“I wonder if my
be returned Wednesday,
»AARON YOUNG,
wife’s
okay. I wonder if
Sept. 14 to collection
PARAMEDIC IN SOUTHERN MISSISSIPPI
my
baby’s
okay,” were
tables outside Chalfant.
the thoughts that raced
Until Sept. 22,
through Aaron’s mind.
drop off points will be available for that sympathy is that
Jen stressed as well.
at
Ludwig
Information students know, people who
Desk and the McHie Arena survived the storm. Trevor “I remember sitting in the dark
Concession Stand. Sept. 23- Young, a graduate student hallway, rocking my baby and
24 the charity will be made and teaching assistant for the crying.” .
She said they sat in the
available for teens and their religion department, spent
hot
church
without electricity
days
worrying
that
his
brother
families attending Red Carpet
while
watching
enormous
Days. Sept. 24 will be the last Aaron, sister-in-law Jen, and
newborn niece Ella, who trees fall onto houses through
day to donate.
“We fully believe our were caught in the remnants the window. Frightened Ella
students will give sacrificially of the eye of Katrina, had not would not stop crying unless
to causes like this,” Benson survived. The family lives in they turned on a flashlight.
Laurell, Miss., where 110 mph
said.
See HURRICANE> PAGE 2
Twibell
agreed, winds passed through.
“It took a lot ... at
saying, “The students, though
perhaps not as well-to-do as
community leaders, have a
heart just as big, if not bigger,
for those who are met with
unfortunate circumstances.”
Part of the reason
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Aaron could confirm
fivehurricane-related
deaths in their small town.
The paramedics had more
emergencies to tend to than
they could handle and had
to turn down help to some,
including an elderly woman
who had a roof collapse on
her.
Aaron and Jen found
each other and discovered their
house still standing. They also

complete opposite of what
I was feeling watching the
news,” he said.
Meanwhile, Dorinda
Trovillion, a secretary in
the School of Theology and
Ministry, feared she had lost
Joe Praner, aclose family friend
who lives in New Orleans. Her
family waited an entire week
before they received word that
he survived.
“I was scared to death
that he had died and I prayed
that he hadn’t,” recalled
Trovillion.

Praner’s home held,
but he lost his car in the
flooding.
As a surgical nurse,
Praner was in the hospital
during the storm and was
forced to work six 24-hour
shifts. When he left, he found
himself waist-deep in water
before being picked up by . a
boat.
Due to looting, Praner
now carries his gun and says
he will not hesitate to use it to
protect his home.

Bearstraining camp benefits students
By Jenny Graves
News editor

The Chicago Bears
training camp, held July 24Aug. 18 on Olivet’s campus,
Chris Gibson
benefited students and the
Images editor
university in terms of publicity
and finances.
Jenny Graves
Over the past four
N ews editor
years Olivet has received
regional, local and national
press coverage, $3.4 million
Am anda Shelley
and 350,000 visitors to the
V ariety editor
campus as a result of the
annual training camp.
O livia Hodges
Director of University
A&E editor
Relations Gary Griffin noted
that Chicago is the third largest
Em ily Davis
media market in the United
States, and for three and a half
S piritual L ife editor
weeks, every major newspaper
in the state of Illinois has reason
Jim m y Street
to focus on Olivet. The phrase
S ports editor
“Olivet Nazarene University”
have
been published in USA
Niki Clark
Today, Sporting News and
F orum editor
Sports Illustrated.
“That kind of publicity
would never be available and
The GlimmerGlass is the
... you couldn’t afford it if it
official newspaper of the were,” Griffin said.
In addition, every day
Associated Students of
Olivet Nazarene Univer of practice, major television
stations host live broadcasts
sity and a member of the
Illinois College Press As from campus.
“What makes it even
sociation. The opinions
more of a big d e a l... is WGN
expressed in the Glimmer
is the only cable superstition
Glass are those of each
in the country that still covers
writer and are not neces
local news. So, as a result, the
sarily held by the Asso Bears training camp is the only
ciated Students Council,
football training camp that
faculty, administration or gets national coverage coast to
students of Olivet Naza coast,” Griffin said.
Griffin suspects that
rene University.
the publicity is a factor in recent
record enrollment of students;
LETTER SUBMISSION
however, he noted that Olivet
The GlimmerGlass en
had record enrollment four
courages readers to re
consecutive years before the
spond through letters to Bears ever set foot on campus.
the editor. For publication
“There is no dbubt that
letters must be signed anc
it has helped open the door for
sent to GlimmerGlass
our admissions staff to do the
Box 6024. The editor re
great job that they have done
... but by no means is it the
serves the right to edit let
only door.”
ters for content, style, anc
Initially, 14 schools
length. Publication is not
were
considered
to host the
guaranteed. Further inqui
ries may be addressed by camp. Three-quarters of
the candidate colleges were
calling the GlimmerGlass
National Collegiate Athletic
office at campus exten
Association schools, such as
sion 5315.
Southern Illinois University.
W eb

saw, however, the majority of
Laurell in devastation. Jen said
this “nightmare” had turned
her hometown into what looks
like a war zone. Downtown is
virtually demolished, trees are
down everywhere, food and
water is in short supply and
the town passed a curfew due
to looting.
Despite the chaos,
Trevor said “relieved was an
understatement” in describing
how he felt when he heard his
family was safe.
“It was just the

editor

The NFL Chicago Bears lived and practiced on Olivet's cam pus from Ju ly 24 to Aug.18
for their pre-season training.

“For Olivet to be
chosen among that group is
pretty impressive,” Griffin
said.
The
Bears
use
Olivet’s campus because their
headquarters, Halas Hall,
does not have the facilities
for parking or for fans. Also,
the location, being a distance
away from home, eliminates
distractions for players. The
NFL teams want to spread
their fan base by bringing the
game to their fans, who can
come for free, watch up close
and get autographs. Bears
ownership was looking for a
family-friendly
atmosphere
and found it in Bourbonnais.
Although
several
factors such as rental for
facilities and for rooms,
parking lot attendants and
security make operating the
camp expensive, causing the
university to typically “break
even” and not gain much
money in terms of year-toyear operations, Griffin feels
hosting the camp is worth
it because it is “one of the
most prestigious events that a
college campus can host in any
state.”
To thank the university
for hosting, the Bears hold an
“Olivet Nazarene Appreciation
Night” when they charge fans

admission to practice and give
all proceeds to the university.
Olivet received two grants
from the State of Illinois along
with local community funds,
raising $3.4 million without
ever going to the school’s
constituency group to raise it.
With these funds,
.every outdoor athletic facility
has been renovated. Olivet had
been unable to host a home'
track meet in ten years, but
now can since funding from the
camp was. used to build a new
championship track. Overall,
the general student body has
benefited from $1.5 million of
the $3.4 million total.
Griffin challenged the
idea that funds only benefit
athletes. However, he said
the Bears are interested in
the athletic complex, which
according to Griffin, can still

benefit the general student.
He feels it is good to update
athletics for the “pride of the
student body” and the “overall
beauty of the campus.”
In addition, from these
funds, the fitness center was
built to provide fitness options
for non-athletes.
Griffin said if the
university uses the money
elsewhere, it may not receive
it.
“You can make the
argument that there are other
needs on campus,” he said,
“but that’s not what the money
was given for.”
The heavy traffic
of fans and players has not
hindered the beatification of
campus.
See BEARS> PAGE 3
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New student sen
ate to be elected
By Katie Nichols
News writer

events or policies. Wakefield
said he anticipates dealing
To get more students with issues such as ideas
involved in student government for events, complaints about
and
spread
community campus life and suggestions
across campus, Senior Class of what a student government
President Johnny Wakefield should do.
and the Associated Student
Committees vote on
Council (ASC) joined to create each issue raised and come up
a Student
with ways of
Senate.
implementing
"From my perspec
El ect i ons
the
ideas.
a r e
tive, we'll see a lot
Once
they
scheduled
approve
an
more leadership
f o r
idea
and
Thursday, from student ranks.'
come up with
a
detailed,
Sept. 15.
»ANDREW TWIBELL,
“ The ASC PRESIDENT
thorough plan
biggest
of action, the
classpresident
thing
is
to spread
brings it to ASC.
community,” ASC President
Twibell and Wakefield
Andrew Twibell said, “on described the roles of the
each floor, in classes through Senate and ASC similar to
class reps and having the clubs how the U.S. government is
interacting with other groups. structured with legislative
The members just bring and executive branches. The
together different people.”
Senate will act as the legislative
The 88 members of branch, coming up with new
the Senate will come from ideas and rules, while ASC
all different groups around will be the executive branch,
campus.
There will be implementing and carrying out
representatives from each the plans.
floor in every dorm and
“From my perspective,
apartment, one from each of , we’ll see a lot more leadership
the top 20 clubs on campus, from student ranks,” Twibell
two representatives from every said. “It gives those who don’t
class council, four athletes, want to give a speech in chapel,
two ROTC members, two put their face on a poster or
representing public safety, have a personal campaign a
two from Spiritual Life, one chance to get involved. They
from intramurals, one from may want to run for other
admissions and one from offices in the future, which
each of the choirs on campus. will expand ASC and the role
These representatives will of leadership on this campus.”
meet approximately once a
Another
goal
of
month to discuss suggestions the Senate is to give a more
and complaints pertaining to defined role to the elected ASC
the student body.
representatives. It will be their
“The current student job to handle the legwork of
council structure doesp’t putting the committee’s plans
represent a wide range of in place.
students,” Wakefield said, “nor
“The representatives
does it effectively accomplish are great leaders elected by
what students like it to. This their classes, but unfortunately
restructures ASC and student due to the structure of ASC,
government into a more they don’t always have specific
effective,
multi-branched responsibilities,” Twibell said.
government.”
“They help when they are
During each meeting, called on, but now with the
the Senate will briefly meet Senate they’ll have many jobs
as a groujp and then split into and opportunities to exercise
eight different committees leadership.”
composed of eleven students
Some of the Senate
each. The four class presidents positions will be elected, while
will oversee two committees, others will be appointed. The
with every committee having chosen representatives will
an elected leader that will be have a say in what committee
the voice of that group.
they are on, but the final
During the upcoming decision will be made by the
ASC retreat, these committees class presidents. Wakefield
will be finalized and are and Twibell hope to have
expected to cover categories Senate meetings begin soon
such as school spirit, security, after elections.

M cDonald's is one of a dozen local businesses w here
students can use Tiger Dollars as debit cards.
By Rachel Buller___________
News writer

This fall, Olivet expanded
its Tiger Dollars system to
include off-campus locations,.
The equivalent to an Olivet
debit card, Tiger Dollars
were previously only used for
laundry, vending machines,
and meals.
As of this semester,
however, students may swipe
cards at Aurelio’s Pizzeria,
Chicago Dough Company,
CVS Pharmacy, Dairy Queen,
Domino’s Pizza, McDonald’s,

MoJoe’s Java Joint, Original
Pancake House, PJ’s Ice
Cream and Tuffy Auto Service
Center. All locations are within
a twenty minute radius of the
college.
The
on-campus
locations where Tiger Dollars
are currently accepted include
Hammes Bookstore, Athletic
Concessions,
Common
Grounds, the Red Room Grill
and Noshery, Café a la Carte in
Nesbitt Hall, Sodexho Dining
Hall, Ludwig Convenience
Store, the Tiger Den, all Pepsi

and vending machines, and
campus laundry facilities.
Area businesses receiving
Tiger Dollars display a window
sticker with the Olivet logo,
whereas campus materials with
the purple paw print indicate
specific university activities
and events accepting the card.
To add value or to
check a balance on an account,
students can visit the Value
Transfer Stations located in
Ludwig Student Center and
Burke Administration.
Sophomore Rachel Green
appreciates the convenience
the newly added locations
provide.
“I think it makes
more sense to have places offcampus accept Tiger Dollars,
especially when you are out
of cash. It is just so much
more convenient,” Green said.
Sophomore Lindsey
Kline agrees.
“I really appreciate
being able to use my Tiger
Dollars in the library,” she
said. “It has really helped me
and made copying and printing
a lot more accessible.”

Freshman election results
Vice P resident

A S C R eps

Social Committee

Jacklynn Spencer

Michael Dixon
Jessica Ray

Emily Bums
Andrea Bowne
Mindy Burrell
Bethany English
Nadine Carole

Secretary

Emily Deal

Chaplain

Keith Davenport
Treasurer

Rebecca Hughes

*Run-offs fo r the presidential election
. were still taking place at deadline.
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In four years, there
have been no incidents of
poor behavior by any fans or
players. A contributing factor
may be that the Bears camp
is one of the few National
Football League’s training
camps that does not allow
alcohol or tobacco for fans or
players.
’’The bottom line
is the Chicago Bears have
been excellent guests on our
campus,” Griffin said.
The Bears’ first game
of the season will be against
the Redskins in Washington
on Sept. 11. Their first home
game is against the Detroit
Lions on Sept. 18.
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Dr. Bowling: A moment of renewal
By Amanda Shelley
Variety editor

This past summer,
University
President
Dr.
John Bowling turned down
what some might consider
the “chance of a lifetime.”
Delegates at the General
Assembly of the Church of
the Nazarene, held this July
in Indianapolis, Ind., elected
Bowling to the position of
General Superintendent, one
of the highest positions of
leadership in the Nazarene
community. Feeling that God
still had ongoing pians for him,
Bowling declined the position
to stay on as a member of the
Olivet community.
As he told Variety
Editor Amanda Shelley, the
university president of 14
years feels like he is beginning
a new job instead of retaining
an old one. He looks at his job
as the newly elected president
who might have taken his place
would, doing “my best to to see
the university with new eyes.”

reaction to the decision?
Were you in agreement that
this was where God wanted
you?
A: I think we both felt really
committed [to Olivet], but
at the same time she said to
me, “I really think it’s your
decision because it impacts
you.” Interestingly enough, she
was a delegate there. She was
very involved, which I think
made the process a little bit
easier. When I first went to the
platform after being elected, I
spoke to the delegation for ten
minutes or so, and then I asked
if I could have some time
to pray about this decision.
They took a recess for about
25 minutes, and Jill, who was
right there, came with me.
They had a little area behind
the platform where we could
meet, talk about it, and have
prayer. She was really in the
midst of the decision when it
came, which was very helpful
to me.
Q: How difficult was it
for you to turn down that
position?

Q: What was going through
your mind as you were
walking up to give your
A:
Actually making the
speech?
decision wasn’t too difficult
because I never received that
A: When I first went to
sense of confirmation from the
Indianapolis, I thought I owed
it to thé Lord and to the church Lord.' It’s a feeling, but it’s
not just a feeling because it’s
to be open to the prospect. It
a sense of ought. Sometimes
wasn’t a position that I was
you get that divine direction
seeking. I didn’t want that
to do something you feel like
position particularly, but I
you don’t want to do. Since I
thought, “You never know
didn’t get that, I felt pretty clear
what the Lord is doing.” When
about the decision. What was
I first arrived in Indianapolis I
difficult was to walk back out
felt a little more inclined to
and look at all of the delegates
maybe do that. Part of it was
and talk to the other general
you really do get caught up in
superintendents and say, “I
the worldwide vision of the
church. Throughout the early don’t think I can do this.”
days in Indianapolis we had
several Olivet events. It was
really interesting because I had
one foot in the international
church, and then I kept having
these Olivet évents.
By the time the election
process rolled around I was
conflicted, because you want to
do what’s right, whatever that
is, so it was a matter of trying to
find what’s right in the midst of
that. When the actual election
took place, I was not expecting
to be elected on that ballot. I
was sitting there relaxed and
then I heard my name called.
I think the thing in my mind
was, “How can I best sort out
this call from the church and
my work at Olivet?” And you
don’t have a lot of time to do
that.
Q:

What was your wife’s

Q: What was it like in the
first chapel being back?
A: That was a very confirming
and very exciting thing. I
really like that everyone can
be in there. The response
from the students was really
overwhelming. I didn’t expect
that kind of response. It was a
confirming thing. It just said,
“You made the right decision.
This is where you need to be.”
In a way it brought closure to
me. It was kind of completing
that whole summer experience
for me.
Q: When you first started
here, did you ever imagine
having a connection with the
students like that?
A: No. It strikes me as unusual,

but I’m really thankful for it.
Jill says to me, “Remember,
you can’t fool the kids.” It’s
really good advice because
students are bright, they do
know what’s happening, they
can tell whether someone’s
being genuine or not. In a way
that’s a tough thing because
you have to always be genuine
and up front, but the other side
of it is it’s a very freeing thing
because you just be yourself
and be there and be honest.
Q: You said you didn’t feel
like God had released you
from your duties here at the
university. What are some of
the things you feel God wants
you to do here and what are
some of the expectations you
have for the coming years?
A: I really think there is another
chapter in Olivet’s history and
with my involvement in Olivet
that’s really starting right now.
I told the faculty and staff
at the President’s Dinner I’d
been thinking a lot about what
would have happened if I had
said yes. I would have taken
that job, of course, and the
Board of Trustees would have
come in and elected someone
else to be president. I was
thinking about what that new
president would be thinking.
I told the faculty and staff
that I have decided to be the
new president at Olivet, to do
my best to see the university
with new eyes and not assume
that the next 14 years is just a
repeat of the last. I think this
moment can be a moment of
renewal for me.
Our challenge will be
a quality challenge. We’ve
done a lot in terms of quantity,
but I think going forward the
challenge for us will be to take
a good institution and really
make it a great institution.
We also want to
strengthen some global ties
with Olivet including a China
initiative where we develop
some relationships with the
Pacific Rim because the world
culturally is moving that way.
Students today when they are
15 years out of college, the
world will be different from an
international standpoint.
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presidents come and go, and
the institution really exists for
the students. That’s not always
felt by students because there
are rules, regulations, and
frustrations.
I’m very proud of
our students. I think they are
exceptional students in terms
of not only academic gifts
but their sensitivity to service
issues. In the mix of students
we don’t have much campus
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stress from that standpoint.
That says a lot about the
quality of students because
we’re crammed in here, and
to be able, to get along with
each other is a remarkable
thing. That’s really one of the
good lessons for life because
students who can learn to
thrive in a close environment
will do very well in an office
or hospital setting.

577 William Latham Drive
Bourbonnais, IL 60914
815-929-1866

Hours:
Mon - Frl: 8:00 am - 6:00 pm
Sat: 800 am -4:00 pm

N O W ACCEPTING

TIGER DOLLARS!
10% Discount

Q: Is there anything you
would like the students to
know?

for students and faculty

A: The only thing I would try
to draw a line under is what
I said in chapel. I’ve gotten
a lot of attention because of
this General Assembly thing
but I really do understand that

Engine *Transmission Services * Suspension *Alignment
A/C Service * Exhaust • Brakes Belts &Hoses * Coolant
Oil Changes * TUne-ups * Starting &Charging
Computer Diagnostic * General Repair * And More...

University ID required
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Gibson Hall gets one more year
Transfer students become last alum ni o f Gibson H all, fo rm unique bond on University Avenue
By Abbie Mantor
Variety writer
May was a sorrowful
month for the brick-faced
giant. The end was in sight,
the rooms would soon be
empty - permanently.
No more laughing,
loud radios, or late night chats.
If buildings had eyes, Gibson
Hall would have wept for days
past as it stared in the face
of demolition - until about a
month ago.
Gibson Hall was
originally on the “do not fill”
list - a building to be tom
down at the beginning of
construction on a much larger
structure - the new chapel.
But students may have noticed
unusual activity this semester
in the doomed dorm rooms.
The gleeful giggle of girls has
returned, most of them transfer
students.
“Once it was clear
that chapel construction would
not begin until after the current
school year we decided to
hold [Gibson] for overflow,”

exclaimed, “I love it. I love
the girls.”
The
close-knit
community of 20 girls has
already bonded into a unified
group. The first week saw
an ice cream/sand volleyball
get together that was well
attended.
“The outgoing girls
and the quiet girls-all came
together for a great time,’
Oates said.
The greatest benefit
for these young ladies, besides
the
spacious
six-person
apartments each occupying
five or fewer students, is
the opportunity to adjust to
campus life together. Often
transfer students are mistaken
as traditional upperclassmen
and are unintentionally left
to fend for themselves. This
group of new students can
tackle obstacles together.
There are some down
sides to the living arrangement
though.
“Gibson is often
forgotten about,” Oates said

Dean of Student Development
Walter “Woody” Webb said.
The choice proved
valuable as the second
student orientation came and
went. There simply were too
.many students to avoid using
Gibson. The once ill-destined
building was reopened for
upperclassrpen
transfer
students.
The building faced
new life and new students, but
it still needed one thing - an
resident assistant. Student
Development put their heads
together and came up with
the perfect solution in Jen
Oates, a senior social work
and psychology double major
from Columbus, Ohio.
Oates,
a
former
Williams Hall RA who
had taken the last year off
academically, fit the job
description perfectly.
Her
new “transfer status” gave her
a unique perspective into the
lives of her girls.
When asked how she
likes the arrangement she

“When people think of outer
campus they think of the
apartments or UP. They usually
don’t think to stop in and visit
Gibson.”
This can make it
difficult for the Gibson
residents to widen their circle
Oates believes, but overall,
they are all happy with the
arrangement.
Many of the Gibson
girls love the Olivet experience
as a whole, not just the living
arrangement.
Several of the students

confided in Oates that they
love the Christian atrhosphere
that their former schools
lacked. They enjoy devotions
and prayer time with their
professors as well as the
dedication to students they see
across campus.
Receiving a midnight
pardon, if only temporarily,
Gibson Hall now grins from
wall to wall listening to the
jubilant excitement of the new
residents as they bond in their
unique situation.
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eft: One guy repesents each class
n a messy game
of Twister Saturday
afternoon.

O L L IE S
F O L L IE S

3elow left: A
lophomore aims
or his freshman
opponent in a
Friday dodgeball
match.
3ottom left: Se
niors Kim Kostaroff
and Katie Kalemkarian struggle to
bring innertubes
back to their team.
Bottom right:
Freshmen chase
down a Frisbee in
a game of Ulti
mate on Saturday.

While the elimax of Ollies Follies is the skit and talent compe
tition, sports and,wacky games also make up the point totals.
Seniors, who eventually won the entire weekend, took first place
in four of the five categories over the. weekend. Only the juniors
managed to steal one away, taking the title in the wacky games.

iiSf

Right: Sophomore
class president
Tim Taylor helps
transfer Andrew
Hofer carry his
sister's belongings
into Williams Hall
on move-in day.

BACK 10 SCHOOL
Student volun
teers and members
of ASC, collec
tively known as
“Woody’s Moving
Co.,” helped fresh
men move into
Williams, Parrott,
Chapman and
Nesbitt Halls on
Saturday, Aug. 27,
their official movein day.

Above: Sophomore Kerry Sheehan, senior
Rex Dela Peret, and junior Jenny Graves
sell freshman class Ollies Follies shirts
outside Williams Hall during move-in.
Left: Senior Ron Gibson carries a fresh
man girl's room furnishings into aside
door of Williams Half
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Want more information about the Chicago scene?
Check out A&E editor Olivia Hodges' new online column fea
turing the latest concerts, exhibits and festivals in the city at
http://glimmerglass.olivet.edu.

“A ccessO N U ” se t for new season
By Megan Artz
A&E writer

Fall 2005 marks not
only the beginning of a new
academic year for Olivet, but
also the beginning of season
two for “AccessONU.”
“AccessONU” .is a
student-produced newsmaga
zine-style program that airs
twice weekly on campus chan
nel 10. Sponsored by the
Communication Department,
the show produced its first
season in conjunction with last
fall’s Television News class.
Though the class will not be
meeting this semester, enthu
siasm from students prompted
students to continue the show
on their own time.
“It is different than
doing it for a grade,” said Em
ily Davis, a reporter and guest
anchor for the first show. “Last
year, we kind of played it by
ear while we were learning.
This year I see us really being
able to grow.” <
Student producer Ash
ley Cullins adds that she ex
pects a positive response from
viewers as “AccessONU” con
tinues to improve.
“It’s going to be a great
season,” said Cullins. “Our
first show is amazing, and it’s
only going to get better. Who

doesn’t want to see themselves
and their friends on TV?”
Students shoot, write
and edit their own stories with
the assistance of faculty spon
sor Professor Mark Bishop,
who is an Olivet alum himself.
Formerly a full-time reporter
and currently a weekend me
teorologist for ABC7 in Chica
go, Bishop said that the handson experience the students are
getting is much more than he
had going into his first televi
sion news job.
“I wanted students
to learn real reporting skills
rather than just reading about
them,” Bishop said. “The more
they do it, the better they get.”
Bishop
continued
to say that the quality of the
equipment the students have
access to, such as the Avid ed Brad Barnett and Em ily Davis, "AccessONU" news anchors, prepare for their first show.
iting systems, is comparable "I'm really excited for this year's'AccessONU'. We have really big things planned!" Da
to that of professional news vis said."W e hope the students respond w ith as much enthusiasm as w e put into it."
rooms such as ABC7’s. The
“We’re getting more cal cable access channel and
Olivet faculty are also
Sony VX 2100 cameras that
students use are nearly identi tuning in, and according to comfortable with the cameras adding local community inter
cal to those that many profes Bishop, even Dr. Bowling has and editing,” said Davis. “Now est pieces to the lineup.
Suggestions for sto
sional correspondents in Iraq said to him on several occa it’s up to us to make it big and
ries
may
be submitted to
sions that he both watches and pass it on.”
are currently using.
Bishop said that he accessonu@olivet.edu.
“Access” hopes to se very much enjoys the show.
“Access ONU” will
would
love
to someday see the
“We
want
students
cure both viewers and future
air
every
Tuesday and Thurs
staff with the new freshman to know that we are not just staff expand to 20 or more, in
day
night
at 9 pm, with a new
class, also adding the tagline doing this for ourselves. It is order to produce shows more
‘“Access ONIJ’: Stories about their college and their lives,” frequently. Other dreams in show every other week.
clude adding the show to a lo
said Cullins.
You.”

Olivet to celebrate Constitution Day
Federal Department of Education funding provides for special day to reflect on historical document
By Jonathan Swigart
A&E writer

University students,
faculty and staff will be given
a chance to pay homage to the
founding of our civil liberties
this September as Olivet par
ticipates in a nationwide cel
ebration of Constitution Day
on Friday, Sept. 16.
On May 24, 2005, the
U.S. Department of Education
released a Note of Implemen
tation requiring all educational
institutions that receive feder
al funding to offer educational
programming on Sept. 17 in
conjunction with Constitution
Day.
While Sept. 17 is the
actual date of Constitution
Day, Olivet will hold its event
on the 16th. When Constitu
tion Day falls on a weekend
as it does this year, schools
can celebrate the week before
or the week after, said Dean
Walter “Woody” Webb.
The main celebration
will take place in Chalfant
Hall from 1 p.m. to approxi
mately 4 p.m. Dr. David Van

Heemst, associate profes latter broadcast, Van Heemst
sor of political science, will will lead a panel discussion.
In addition, Benner
emcee the event, which will
Library
will promote Consti
include broadcasts sent via
tution
Day
with displays and
satellite entitled “Justice Talk
ing,” an award-winning series a special Constitution resource
produced by National Public section.
Designated a day of cele
Radio, and “Conversations
with Supreme Court Justice,” bration in December 2004 by
featuring U.S. Supreme Court President George W. Bush,
Justice Stephen Breyer and re Constitution Day aims to give
cently retired Justice Sandra insight to those who do not
Day O’Connor. Following the necessarily know the value of.
the important document, espe
"While only 25.5
cially students.
According to a survey
percent of re
released by the National Con
spondents knew
stitution Center, more students
have
a greater knowledge of
that Philadelphia
pop culture than the Constitu
is the city where
tion. For instance, one ques
tion showed that while only
the Constitution
25.5 percent of respondents
was written... 75.2 knew that Philadelphia is the
percent knew what city where the Constitution
written, a staggering 75.2
the zip code 90210 was
percent knew what the zip
is attributed to."
code 90210 is attributed to.
Van Heemst feels that
» RESULTS FROM NA
students should pay just as
TIONAL CONSTITUION
much respect and interest to
CENTER SURVEY
our history and government as

stitution] protects us, especial
any other citizen.
“We all enjoy the ly compared to a lot of coun
privileges of living in a de tries around the world,” said
mocracy,” he said. “A democ sophomore Marshall Klickracy works best with informed man. “I think we need to learn
citizens. So it’s an opportunity how to appreciate the fact that
to take up our civic responsi our founding fathers even took
the time to create the Constitu
bilities.”
“I don’t think anyone tion.”
realizes how much [the Con
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Do not be anxious about anything, but in everything
by prayer and petition, with thanksgiving, present
your requests to God.
----------------------- Phillipians4:6-----------------------

Freshman mentoring program back
By Olivia Hodges__________
Spiritual Life writer

The
Women’s
Residential Life (WRL)
mentoring
program,
Sister2Sister,
will
be
returning for the 2005-2006
school year with over twice
as many participants than
the previous year.
Sister2Sister is a
mentoring program that
pairs an older female student
with a female freshman. The
program began last fall after
students and WRL members
Molly Taylor, Katie Pyle
and Brenda Mohr prayed
for direction “in how to
channel their passion for
women on the campus of
ONU,” said Taylor, a senior
elementary education major
and president of WRL.
“Moving away from
your family and friends and
trying to get adjusted to a
new social and educational
setting is such a difficult
transition,” said Taylor. “I
knew how precious my
relationships with older
students were when I was
a freshman —and I wanted
to help provide that for new
freshmen.”
In order to do so,

Taylor, Pyle and Mohr, along
with the support of WRL
sponsor and Williams Hall
Resident Director Donna
Hollandsworth, contacted
Resident Directors andAssistants, asking them to
recommend upperclassman
females who they believed
would fill the mentor role
well.
Over 200 of the
recommended students were
willing to participate, which
came as a welcome surprise
to Taylor.
“I was so excited
with the turnout we had,”
Taylor said.
When
freshman
arrived on campus last
fall, signs were posted to
advertise the new program
and over 100 freshman girls
responded.
To better match the
upperclassman “Big Sisters”
with
freshman
“Little
Sisters,” each participant
completed a survey to
evaluate their interests.
WRL then compared the
survey results and found
compatible matches for
each participant.
Despite growing up
in Kankakee, participant

Kim DeMint, now a
sophomore nursing major,
was still concerned about
meeting new friends and
making the transition to
college life.
Paired up with
Taylor, DeMint said the
experience was invaluable.
“It was a hard
adjustment, moving away
from home and starting
college, and it was really
nice to have an ‘older sister’
to help me through the
freshman experience.”
Despite their busy
schedules,
Taylor
and
DeMint would send notes
in the mail or leave Post-Its
to say each was praying for
the other. In addition, they
would set aside time to go to
dinner, go on walks and talk
about concerns and events
going on in one another’s
life.
“It was an excellent
experience,” said DeMint.
“It made me much more
comfortable with getting
out there and meeting new
people, and having support
from my ‘Big Sister’
made me less stressed out
.about problems I had as a
freshman.”

A l t h o u g h

Sister2Sister
assisted
freshmen such as DeMint,
Taylor also noticed personal
development
in
“Big
Sisters” such as herself.
“It was amazing
to see how God impacted
both the ‘Big Sisters’ and
the ‘Little Sisters’. While
the freshmen were able to
have mentors, I saw how the
upperclassman girls became
more empowered, were
pushed out of their comfort
zones, and became leaders,”
Taylor said.
Due to the success of
last year’s effort, Taylor and
her WRL staff are continuing
the program. While they are
still receiving applications
from interested freshman
females, Taylor anticipates
nearly 400 participants this
year.
To help cultivate
more of a mentoring role
within the program, the “Big
Sisters” and WRL members
will be attending a prayer
retreat at College Church
on Sept. 16-17. The event
will feature speaker Julia
Hurlow, a graduate student
at Illinois Wesleyan, who is
in charge of the mentoring

■
-J.
m m m

■ H M

S/lolly Taylor pauses during
Dllies Follies for a picture
with Kim DeM int, a current
sophomore who she men
tored through Sister2Sistei
ast year. Sister2Sister pairs
upperclassm an girls w ith
reshm an girls in the fall.

program there.
“Our WRL theme
for this year is mentoring
and
discipleship,
and
especially within a larger
Christian
community
like Olivet, I think it’s
so important to interact
and build relationships
in smaller groups and on
personal levels, .which I
know1Sister2Sister succeeds
in,” said Taylor.

K an k ak ee ch u rch n eed s E S L vo lu n teers
By Emily Davis
Spiritual Life Editor

Olivet
student
volunteers will kickoff the
second year of the English
as a Second Language (ESL)
program sponsored by the
Kankakee First Church of
the Nazarene on Saturday,
Sept. 10.
The ESL program
volunteers meet weekly to
assist Spanish speakers in
the community with limited
English skills. The program
is entering its second year
under the new direction
of Olivet senior, Olivia
Hodges. Hodges, a Spanish
and political science major,
volunteered with ESL for
the first time last year to
help teach basic English
communication.
“English is key for
[ESL participants] to get
ahead in the community.

While it is important for
them to preserve their
culture, basic skills in
English will help with
finding a job, getting a GED
or even pursuing higher
education,” Hodges said.
The need for English
as a Second Language
programs has increased
since 2000 when more than
32 percent of adults that
spoke Spanish in the home
reported that they spoke
English either “not well”
or “not at all,” according
to the National Institute of
Literacy.
“No one wants to
become superstar English
speakers,” Hodges said.
“They just want to be able
to go to a restaurant and
order no mayonaise or be
able to talk to their doctor
- they just want to be able
to communicate.”

Hodges
was
particularly fond of the
one-on-one time she was
able to spend with the ESL
participants out of the large
class setting.
“Even though its
frustrating at times, it’s
really humbling to see how
much just a few hours can
directly impact someone’s
life,” she said. “In just a few
months almost everyone
was more comfortable
around English speakers
and became so much more
social.”
Hodges worked with,
participants on all English
skill levels but says that
most Olivet volunteers this
year would work with the
advanced classes that focus
on more specific topics
such as pronunciation and
vowel sounds where little
knowledge of Spanish is

necessary.
“We
still
need
people to volunteer for this
year - whether it be in the
nursery or actually teaching
- whether you know Spanish
or not —anyone can help,”
Hodges said.
Volunteers
have
discovered
that
they,
too, are discovering new
opportunities through the
ESL program. Hodges
discovered
various
opportunities
to
teach
English in Central and South
America.

“Everyone comes
awaywithnewopportunities.
We don’t need people to
commit to every weekend,
but just people that can be
consistent. I’ve volunteered
before,” Hodges said, “but
this expereience has been,
by far, the most rewarding.”
Students interested
in volunteering fo r the ESL
program can contact Olivia
Hodges at ohodges@olivet.
edu.

Across fromBurke Administration
121 S.Main Street Bourbonnais
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Tigers mount 2 6 -0 rally to
win season opener v s. AU

io r e

BOARD
ONU Scores and Results

Billy Lawrence scores four touchdowns as the Olivet defense pitches a second half
shutout to defeat Anderson 33-18; Victory brings bright outlook to young season

:OOTBALL (1-0)
nderson

W 33-18

/OLLEYBALL (4-5)
@ Embry-Riddle Tourn.
Zoncordia (Ore.)
W 3-1
Embry Riddle (Ariz.)
W 3-0
Taylor (Ind.)
W3-2
/estmont College (Calif.)
L1-3
@ Best Western/KMIZ
Classic
.indenwood (Mo.)
|owa Wesleyan.
Saint Mary (Neb.)
lissouri Baptist
st. Francis (III.)

L 0L 2L0-i
L i
W 3-

lEN'S SOCCER

(0-1-1

Joe Boseo hands off to Billy Lawrence for the Tigers' first touchdown early in the first quarter against Anderson
By Jimmy Street
Sports editor

“We showed a lot of
Sometimes the first heart and proved that we had
half and the second half of a lot of toughness stopping
a football game can be as them on four straight plays,”
opposite as night and day. said junior defensive back
That scenario proved to be Chris Bjorkland. Bjorkland
the case in Saturday night’s contributed six tackles to aid
season opener at Ward Field as the Tiger secondary in the
the Tigers (1-0) defeated the win.
Anderson increased
Anderson University Ravens
(0-1) 33-18 before a crowd of
nearly 2,250 fans.
"We showed a
In the first half the
Tigers struck first after a lot of heart and
blocked punt by freshman
proved that
Rory Fry landed the offense on
the Ravens’ 1-yard line. It took we had a lot of
junior tailback Billy Lawrence
//
just one play to cross the goal toughness..
line for his first of four rushing
touchdowns on the evening.
» CHRIS BJORKLAND
After the quick score, ONU JUNIOR SAFETY
Olivet experienced a long
drought in which Anderson
its lead to 12-7 when Kimmel
scored 18 unanswered points.
The Ravens’ first score found the end zone for a
came on a 12-yard run by second time near the outset
tailback Denny Kimmel, but of the second quarter but the
Olivet senior Marc McLain Ravens failed to convert on the
blocked the extra point attempt 2-point attempt.
The Tigers couldn’t
to keep the Tiger lead in tact.
The series in which seem to get the offense going
the Tigers defense showed on their next possession and
extraordinary determination Anderson took ‘advantage as
and grit came after a quarterback Chris McKee
questionable pass interference connected with speedy wide
call against the Olivet receiver Hyman Smith for an
secondary put the Ravens on 84-yard touchdown pass to
increase the Tigers deficit to
the ONU 1-yard line.
Afterthecall,Anderson 18-7.
As Smith scored,
was almost certain to score as
he
glared
into the section of
they came to the 1-yard line on
first-and-goal. However, the Olivet students behind the end
Tiger defense came together to zone signaling in a cut-throat
force a turnover on downs by motion and screaming, “It’s
stopping the Ravens on four over. It’s over.”
If Smith could have
straight plays.

seen a few hours into future,
perhaps he would have chosen
his words a bit more carefully.
The only thing that proved
to be done was Anderson’s
offense as the Tigers would
outscore the Ravens 26-0 from
that point forward.
After
the
Smith
touchdown,
with
1:27.
remaining in the half, senior
quarterback Joe Boseo led
the offense onto the field and
proceeded to march 70 yards
to the end zone in just 69
seconds.
Before finding senior
wide receiver Joey Brewer
for a 5-yard touchdown pass,
Boseo orchestrated the offense
with shades of perfection as he
completed five of six passes
for 60 yards and rushed for the
other 10 yards of the drive.
When the Tigers went
into the locker room at the
half, they may not have had
the lead, but the momentum
was definitely taking a huge
swing into their hands.
In the second half, the
Tiger defense shut Anderson
out, giving up only 108 yards
and forcing 3 turnovers. Head
Coach Gary Newsome said
his players “showed heart and
finished their jobs.”
The defense was led
by juniors Justin Carmean
and Jeff Byrne, who each
contributed nine tackles to the
cause. Alvin Smith and Josh
McDaniel were responsible for
the two Tiger interceptions.
Lawrence led the
rushing attack with 177 yards
and four touchdowns on 28

carries as Boseo threw for
156 yards and a touchdown
as he completed 16-32 passes.
Brewer pitched in nine catches
for 102 yards and a touchdown
in the victory as well.
The Tigers will be
back in action this Saturday at
6:00 p.m. when they face No. 7
ranked Lindenwood University
(Mo.) at Ward Field.

~2ÖÜ5~RegUIäF
Season Schedule
9/3 Anderson (W ) 33-18
9/10 Lindenwood

@ Biola Univ. Tournament
(Biola, Calif.)
Jiola Univ.(Calif.)
L 0-2
/anguard Univ. (Calif.)
Tie 2-

/OMEN'S SOCCER
( 1- 1-1

@Tiger Classic
irand View (Iowa)
L 0St. Ambrose (Iowa)
W 3Indiana Wesleyan Tie 1-1 20

lEN'S XC
4th @ North Central
College (III.)

6:00

WOMEN'S XC
9/17 @Walsh

10a.m

9/24 Urbana

1:30

10/1 Trinity In t'l.*

6:00

10/8@lowa W esleyan*1:00
10/15 St. Xavier*

1st @ North Central
College (111.)

aOLF
3rd @Aurora Univ. Inv.
(Bristol, III.)

6:00

10/22 @William Penn*1:00
10/29 M cKendree*

1:30

11/5 @St. Francis*

1:30

/OMEN'S TENNIS (3-1
|nd. Wesleyan
larian College (Ind.)
Taylor Univ. (Ind.)
Lewis Univ. (III.)

L 4W8
W7
W5

11/12 @St. Am brose* 1:00
* conference game

All scores courtesy
of olivet.edu/athletics
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Tigers se t sights on C C A C
Mens soccer squad returns from California focused and optimistic about their
chance to win their first conference title in school history
By Caleb Benoit
Sports writer

The next Chicago
Collegiate Athletic Confer
ence championship the Olivet
men’s soccer team wins will
be its first.
But that fact doesn’t
overwhelm third-year coach
Mark Howard, who is used
to bringing his teams to new
heights.
Last season, Howard
coached the team to just its
second NAIA Region Tourna
ment victory in school history.
This season, he has his team’s
sights set on a conference title,
a realistic goal with a solid
core of players returning and
multiple newcomers who have
the potential to make a signifi
cant impact.
“There is going to be
an ONU team that is going win
the conference,” Howard said.
“Why not us? Last season,
Judson College was absolutely
loaded. This season, every
one in the conference is better
overall, but no one is outstand
ing.”
That bodes well for
the Tigers, who finished last

season with a 5-3-1 mark in last year’s 3-5-2. The new con
CCAC play.
figuration takes advantage of
One of the newcomers the team’s strengths, allowing
includes the 6-foot-4 junior the outside defensive backs to
transfer Austin Hoxie, who attack more often.
played two seasons atAir Force.
Also in the midfield
Hoxie, who has already scored will be Mouhamadou Diop, a
his first goal of the season at junior college transfer, sopho
the Biola University (Calif.) mores Chris Bowman, Chris
Tournament,
Walker
and
joins NAIA
Bryce Nelson,
'There is going to and transfer
All-Ameri
can Honor be an ONU team
Jay Hawkins,
able Men
who
started
five games as
tion
Juan that is going to
Bay to form
a freshman at
win the confer
a dangerous
Western
Illi
o f f e n s i v e ence. ...Why not
nois.
threat.
Junior Paul
“We’re us?"
Dawson,
an
very set in
all-conference
goal
and » MARK HOWARD
selection, has
in the mid- MEN'S HEAD SOCCER COACH
seen time as
field,” How
both a sweeper
ard said. “I
and a forward
think we’re going to be an ex over the past two seasons. He
citing team to watch.”
led the Tigers with 13 goals
Senior Josh Alford last year.
finished last season as the
Another all-confer
team leader in assists and third ence pick, goalkeeper David
in goals. He’ll be part of the Blahnik, shores up a steadily
team’s deep midfield and new improving defense. Blahnik al
4-4-2 formation, a switch from lowed just 1.3 goals per game

in 2004 while recording two
ONU Home Gam es
shutouts.
Backing him up is
9/8 through 9/22
sophomore John Crabtree,
whose performance was “ab FOOTBALL
solutely brilliant,” accord 19/10
6:00
ing to Howard, in the team’s
Lindenwood Univ. (Mo.)
opener against Biola (Calif.),
which ended in a 2-0 loss. The
VOLLEYBALL
Tigers followed that game up
9/13
7:30
with a 2-2 tie against Vanguard
Calumet College of S t Joseph
(Calif.), concluding the Tigers’
stay in Los Angeles.
The Tigers (0-1 -1) will MEN'S SOCCER
4:00
be vying for their first win Sat 9/21
Trinity
Int'l
Univ.
(III.)
urday when they face Indiana
Wesleyan, a team Olivet lost
to in overtime last season. The WOMEN'S SOCCER
conference schedule begins 9/8
Noon
Sept. 13 at St. Xavier (111.), and Saginaw Valley S t Univ. (Midi.)
the team’s success over those
IKK)
nine games will play a large |9/17
College of St. Mary (Neb.)
role in seeding for the NAIA
Region Tournament.
4:00
“We’ve backed off 9/20
Trinity Int'l Univ. (III.)
that,” Howard said of setting
goals for the postseason tour
nament. “If we have a team WOMEN'S TENNIS
3:00
that can win the conference, 9/13
then we’ll worry about the re
Elm hurst College (III.)
gion and national levels. But
right now, we’re pretty opti 19/17
11:00
mistic.”
Bethel College (Ind.)

W om en’s cro ss-co u n try team
co n fid en t, ran ked six th in N A IA
By Michael Mdntire______
Sports writer

This year, McDowell
and the team have set their
At thé start of the standards even higher.
season, head coach Mike Mc
McDowell expects the
Dowell and the women’s cross team to dominate the NAIA
country team feel that they are Regional, place in the top two
right where they should be: at the National Christian Col
ranked sixth in the NAIA pre lege Meet, and finish in the
season poll, behind Concordia top five at the NAIA National
(Neb.) and just ahead of Azusa Tournament.
Pacific (Calif.).
The team is led by ju
After finishing 13th nior Carmin Green, sophomore
in last year’s NAIA National Bethany McCoy, and junior
Tournament, a high preseason Jenny Ellis, all of whom will
ranking is what the team need be competing for the number
ed.
one position, while senior twin
“We had a great season sisters Sara and Erica Batkielast year. We just ran our worst wicz round out the top five.
race in the National Tourna
“We have a strong
ment. We should have finished team this year, and I believe
up near sixth to eighth place. we belong with the best of
That was a little disappointing, them,” McDowell added.
but we still had a good year,”
The team has met all
said McDowell.
expectations to this point by
He’s not joking either. winning the North Central In
Last year, seven of the top ten vitational last Friday. Green
runners at the NAIA Regional led the team by being the first
Meet were wearing purple collegiate runner to finish. Mc
and gold to take first place in Coy wasn’t far behind with a
convincing fashion as ONU third place collegiate runner
earned the right to go to thèir finish. Ellis did not finish the
third consecutive National race due to tendonitis in her
Meet in Louisville, Ky,
knee, while Erica Batkiewicz

was also out with an injury.
“We have a lot of
depth on our team this year,
and I believe that will take us
far. I am really excited about
what we can accomplish to
gether,” Green said.
The team’s next big
meet is the Augustana Invita
tional on Sept. 23.
The Tigers won the
30-team race last year and
hope to repeat again this year.
McDowell feels this
will be a great season for the
team.
“This is the first year
the girls believe in what they
are doing,” he said. “They
know they are a top ten team,
and they are more determined
to finish higher and keep up
their reputation.”
The only home meet
scheduled for the women will
be held on Oct. 15 at Camp
Shaw-Waw-Nah-See at the
Kankakee River State Park.
Directions to the camp are
available on the cross-country
home page of olivet.edu.
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Between phonographs and iPods
By Niki Clark
Forum editor

Grandpa Clark lives
in a vacuum. An information
vacuum. Tucked away in a
quainttown known asHarmony,
Ind. - whose location is known
only in relation to a slightly
bigger town called Terre Haute
- Grandpa Clark has willfully
navigated a course of life
avoiding the pervasive media
presence of television, movies,
the Internet and any music
with drums.
Radio is the only
exception in his vacuum, and
the dial has been set on the
same station for as long as I can
remember. He rarely bothers
himself with newspapers and
magazines, except for those
he scans over while waiting in
line at the grocery store.
With his successful
avoidance of all things
“modem,”
and
likewise
secular life, Grandpa has been
able to remain comfortable,
hibernating in an archaic
worldview that still regards
people of color as inferior and
the Internet as evil.
Granted, his wisdom
is tainted by stubbornness,
bigotry
and
borderline
prejudice. However, as a_part
of the “Greatest Generation”
who can give first-hand
accounts of WWII and the
Great Depression, Grandpa
Clark offers a unique kind of
wisdom for the 21st Century,
just definitely not o f this
century. Something of a gap

exists between the times that
shaped his life and the times
that are shaping my own. A
gap of about 60 years.

exists between
and grandkids
already present
grandkids were

grandparents
today was
before we
even bom.
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Generation gaps are Long before my present
nothing new. History is filled attempts to convince Grandpa
with “young punks” trying ta Clark that the Internet is not
bring their elders up to date. from Satan, my dad was trying
I’m not the first, nor the last to convince him that going
granddaughter to pull her to school with someone of
grandpa by his suspenders a different color was a most
through 60-odd years of righteous step towards equality.
societal change, from the age The social movements led by
of phonographs into the age of our parents’ generation were a
direct response to the stifling
iPods.
The disparity . that atmosphere of conformity and

discrimination created by their
parents’ and grandparents’
generations. If anything, our
generation has been riding
the wave started by
the Baby Boomers.
And I’m sure long
before my dad was
H U
rolling his eyes at
Grandpa
Clark,
Grandpa Clark was
huffing and puffing
over
his ? own
father’s ignorance.
In stances
of
disgruntled
youths and stiff
necked
elders
can be traced all
the way back to
episodes of drama
between
Queen
Cleopatra
and
her
granddaddy.
Perhaps it is the
lament of every
young generation
then. Perhaps it
is only inevitable
that the seemingly
vast
generation
gap be pointed out
by some twenty
something who thinks she’s
stumbled upon a revelation
of sorts. Perhaps the gaps
between each generation are
a natural reaction to an ever
evolving world.
Times have changed
and will continue to change. If
anything, generation gaps are
something consistent amidst
inevitable inconsistency. They
allow for each generation to

retain a unique sense of identity.
The common intro duction
into stories of yesteryear, “In
my days,” comes from the fact
that each generation is distinct;
“my days” alludes to a certain
time cherished by certain
people. "
"H isto ry is fille d w ith
'y o u n g p u n k s 'try in g
to b rin g th e ir e ld e rs
u p to d a te ...fro m th e
a g e o f p h o n o g ra p h s
in to th e a g e o f iP 
o d s."
» NIKI CLARK
FORUM EDITOR

This doesn’t mean we
leave the gaps to gape though.
No matter how futile my
attempts seem to be, I’ll still
try to builci a bridge across the
gap that sets Grandpa Clark
and I apart from one another,
just as I’ll build across the gap
that exists between my parents
and me. After all, who knew
my mom would dig Linkin
Park at the age of 50?
And maybe, just
maybe, somewhere between
my laments for Grandpa to
shed his 1950s worldview
and his admonitions about
my excursions to the movies,
we’ll meet halfway, resolving
that we could each stand to get
out of our own generation’s
bubble a bit more.

C o m p assio n opportunities span globe
By Timothy Sommer
Forum writer

The tragic events
Hurricane Katrina has tolled
on our national brothers and
sisters this past week have been
utterly devastating. Across
America hearts cry in mourning
over the horrific loss of life
and suffering our Southern
neighbors have undergone
and continue to endure. The
Sunday following the tragedy,
ministers, priests, rabbis, and
clerics alike gave sermons
concerning why and how
these natural disasters happen.
Whatever conclusion reached,
all unanimously agreed on
what the response should be:
show love and compassion to
those in suffering and in need
of help.
I’m sure over the next

couple of weeks, millions
of dollars will be donated as
Americans graciously aid in
a compassionate movement
that will sweep across the
nation, raising the stormridden states from the tragedy.
This is a great display of our
ability to become a people of
compassion, a people prepared
to make sacrifices for the
benefit of those in need.
Images and stories
flood the media, invoking
innate, deep emotions of
sympathy and heartbreak.
Most Americans — Christians
especially — do not hesitate to
do what is in their capability
to partake in the relief effort.
Their actions are simply on the
basis that they know it is the
right thing to do.
As a follower of

Christ it is my solemn prayer
that Christians all across
America and the world abroad
remember the seemingly
forgotten words of our Savior:
“If you love those who love
you what reward will you get?
Are not even the tax collectors
doing that? And if you greet
only your brothers, what are
you doing more than others?
Do not even pagans do that?”
If we truly seek an
identity as followers of Jesus,
we have no choice but to treat
our international brothers
and sisters with the same
responsive compassion and
regenerative love as we do our
national brothers and sisters.
Despite a seemingly
American tendency to divert
our attention in different ways,
when we take a look at our

international brothers and
sisters it is simple to see millions
who endure an equal amount
of pain, suffering, and poverty
every single day. By forsaking
the suffering, the hurting and
the poor— internationally or
nationally — the term “Christ
Follower” becomes nothing
but a synonym for hypocrite.
We
must
start
responding to all circumstances
of tragedy wholeheartedly
and indistinguishably. We
must treat everyone as a child
of God regardless of race,
creed, nationality, or belief.
This means going out of our
way and joyfully giving up
advantages and luxuries for
the sake of showing God’s
love for all humanity. This
means legislating government
to put our tax dollars toward

foreign aid. This may even
mean joining those in their
suffering.
The aftermath of Katrina
provides Christians with a
bittersweet opportunity. It is
an opportunity to resurrect
feelings of heartbreak and loss
for our countrymen; a chance
to harness those feelings of
sacrificial compassion and
persistent love- and apply
them to the world at large.
The suffering and loss in the
South is a shock to us, but it
is a feeling countless other
nations constantly live with.
To distinguish ourselves as
Christians we must respond
to all suffering with the same
love that God has for all in His
creation. It is a love that knows
no single nation or people, but
all nations and all peoples.

